
Conclusions
●  With a multidimensional error signal, the rule can 

learn arbitrary transformations in vector spaces

●  The rule can be applied to a biologically plausible 
model of the basal ganglia without adding constraints

●  The augmented basal ganglia can replicate 
behavioural and neural results from an experimental 
reinforcement learning task

Simulation results from a
2-armed bandit task

Theory: Learning mathematical functions

Application: Dynamic action selection in a 
biologically plausible basal ganglia model

Incorporating reward prediction 
error in a synaptic learning rule

●  Dopamine release has been shown to closely 
resemble reward prediction error (  )

●  Applied to NEF:                                      [2]

●  A triplet based STDP rule:[3]

●  Combined:

Introduction
●  Error-modulated rules have typically assumed simple 

scalar representations of error

●  To learn complex tasks, models have employed 
attention or sparse local connectivity to do RL in 
high-dimensional spaces

●  We propose an STDP rule that exploits 
multidimensional error signals to learn complex tasks 
without additional constraints

Methods
●  Simulations use the Neural Engineering Framework[1]

Encoding:

Decoding:

●  Reinforcement learning:
value function and reward prediction error
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1. Animal waits (Delay phase).
2. Bridge lowers, allowing animal
    to move (Go phase).
3. Animal reaches decision point,
    either turns left or right (Approach phase).
4. Reward is stochastically delivered
    at reward site (Reward phase).
5. Animal returns to delay area (Return phase).

Experimental rat data[5]

P(reward)
[left right] [.21 .63] [.63 .21] [.12 .72] [.72 .12]

Simulated rat data

Aggregated data of 100 sessions 
for two simulated rats

Augmented model

Original model[4]
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P(reward)
[left right] [.21 .63] [.63 .21] [.12 .72] [.72 .12]
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